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In recent years, the Energy & Resources (E&R) sector has 
been a very significant contributor not only to the Australian 
economy in general, but also to the level of Australian Mergers 
& Acquisitions (M&A) activity.

This changed in 2013. Depressed commodity prices (particularly 
in A$ denominations) and political uncertainty were two of a 
number of regularly cited culprits for substantial reductions in 
the level and value of M&A activity in the E&R sector.

Nevertheless, the ongoing and likely disproportionate 
significance of the E&R sector to the Australian M&A scene 
(particularly in the resource-rich states) justifies the production 
of THE REAL DEAL E&R 2014 Supplement. This dedicated 
report, cut from the same cloth as our annual THE REAL DEAL 
publication, is produced from our E&R database focusing 
exclusively on what we generically refer to as "Energy & 
Resources" transactions – deals in the mining and oil & gas 
sectors. The E&R database contains all announced public 
company mergers and acquisitions with a deal value exceeding 
A$10 million.  

Even applying this materially discounted deal size threshold, 
only 21 relevant E&R deals were announced in 2013.

Although we, and most other M&A practitioners with an E&R 
sectoral focus, would prefer to use a deeper pool of data, we 
have used it to distil some of the more significant trends in 
M&A in the sector, particularly by reference to 2012 data and 
to date from the Clayton Utz "All M&A" deals database.  These 
trends are outlined and discussed in the following pages.

Later in this report, we discuss a handful of E&R-related 
issues that may be of interest to M&A practitioners in the 
E&R sector.

Although our E&R deals commentary is intentionally not 
exhaustive, our analysis is supported by an all-encompassing 
database which we would be very happy to discuss with you.

Special thanks go to members of the Mergers & Acquisitions/ 
Energy & Resources team in Perth for their contributions, 
especially Caitlin Sharp, Liz Humphry & Mark Joss.

Heath Lewis
Partner, Mergers & Acquisitions, 
Energy & Resources

Brett Cohen
Partner, Mergers & Acquisitions, 
Energy & Resources
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For ease of reference, we refer to the following categories 
of deal in this report:

 > "All M&A" refers exclusively to all publicly announced 
Australian mergers and acquisitions with a deal value 
exceeding A$50 million. These deals are the subject 
of THE REAL DEAL report.

 > "Large E&R" refers to the E&R deals in the All M&A 
database (i.e. all publicly announced Australian 
mergers and acquisitions in the E&R sector with a 
deal value exceeding A$50 million).

 > "Small E&R" refers to the E&R deals in the database 
for all publicly announced Australian mergers and 
acquisitions with a deal value exceeding A$10 million 
but not more than A$50 million.

 > "All E&R" refers collectively to Small E&R deals and 
Large E&R deals.



REDUCED M&A ACTIVITY IN E&R SECTOR:  2013 was an extraordinarily quiet year for 
the E&R sector in terms of public market M&A activity.  There were only 21 E&R deals 
announced in 2013 with deal values above $A10 million.  This represented a decrease of 
36% from the 33 deals announced in 2012.  This decrease was mainly attributable to the 
reduction in the number of Large E&R deals.  While the number of Small E&R deals was 
reasonably steady, the number of Large E&R deals fell from 20 in 2012 (itself a relatively 
modest figure by historical standards) to a mere 7 in 2013.
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Whereas E&R deals in 2012 demonstrated a reasonably consistent spread of value,  
the vast majority of 2013 deals were in the Small E&R category (i.e. not more than  
$A50 million), with no E&R deals in excess of $A276 million.  Large E&R deals accounted 
for only 9% of All M&A deal value in 2013, compared to 46% in 2012.

Along with a decrease in the number of deals in the E&R sector there was also a 
significant decrease in the total value of All E&R deals announced in 2013.
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COAL AND GOLD DEALS DOMINATE:  The most popular sectors for deals in 2013 were 
coal (with 6 deals) and gold (with 5 deals), a shift from 2012 where gold was by far the 
dominant sector for public M&A activity, with the commodity accounting for 11 of the 33 
deals.

Oil & gas deals continued at low levels.  There have been only 6 oil & gas deals in total 
in the last 2 years, with only 2 in 2013, both of which were in the Small E&R category.  
In addition to the factors that generally weighed upon E&R M&A activity, this is likely 
a result of there being far fewer ASX-listed oil & gas companies (231, as at 22 January 
2013) than metals and mining companies (759), widespread ownership of valuable and 
prospective Australian oil & gas assets by non-ASX-listed multinationals and State-
owned oil companies, and because oil & gas deals often occur by private sale. There 
were no iron ore deals in 2013, iron ore being a rare commodity the price of which was 
resilient throughout the year and remained in the band of historical high prices.  One 
might speculate that a cautious approach to Chinese government-backed deal making had 
an impact on iron ore, coupled with a nagging concern that a downward iron ore price 
adjustment was on the horizon.  Both of these factors weighed on early stage projects 
with out-sized capital expenditure demands with the result that project funding felt "out 
of reach" for many developers.

The paucity of Large E&R deals led to the aggregate E&R deal value falling a dramatic 
84%, from $A9.5 billion in 2012 to $A1.5 billion in 2013, with a consequential drop in 
average deal size from $A288.5 million in 2012 to $A71.9 million in 2013. 
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A number of factors are likely to have conspired against activity in the E&R sector, 
including depressed or declining commodity prices (without sufficient prospects of an 
improving supply/demand dynamic), a stubbornly high Australian dollar, low confidence in 
sustainable, worldwide economic activity, a transitioning and circumspect PRC government, 
and an uncertain and distracted domestic Australian political scene.

Although domestic political uncertainty was regularly cited as a reason for a lack of M&A 
activity particularly in the E&R sector, this is not borne out by the statistics.  29% of All 
E&R deals in 2013 were announced following the Federal election - which is what would be 
expected, given that there were just over three months of business activity in that time.
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Despite only making up 14% of deals by number, deals in the base metal category (i.e. 
copper, nickel, zinc and lead) "outperformed" other deal categories by accounting for 30% 
of total deal value in 2013.  This was attributable to the fact that 2 of the 3 base metal 
deals (being Shenzhen Zhongjin Lingnan Nonfemet Co Ltd's takeover of Perilya Ltd ($A272 
million) and Shanxi Donghui Coal & Coking Chemicals Group Co., Ltd's takeover of  
Inova Resources Ltd ($A161 million)) were Large E&R deals.

TAKEOVERS MOST POPULAR DEAL STRUCTURE:  In 2013, 71% of All E&R deals were 
conducted by way of takeover, up from 58% in 2012, with only 6 deals being conducted by 
way of scheme of arrangement.

The All E&R trend in 2013 is reasonably consistent with the All M&A trend, which saw 
takeovers (67% by number) being significantly more popular than schemes of arrangement 
(33% by number).  

Our tentative assumption that the increasing use of the takeover bid route may have 
been a result of including Small E&R deals in our analysis (on the basis of a perception 
that takeover bids are more straightforward and cheaper to implement) was not borne 
out by the data, as the Small E&R trend of 71% utilisation of takeovers was consistent 
with the corresponding 71% trend in Large E&R.

Some of this trend may be explained by the practical inability of a non-recommended 
transaction to be implemented by way of scheme of arrangement – 40% of All E&R 
takeovers in 2013 commenced without an initial target board recommendation. 

Further factors influencing the relatively higher proportion of takeovers in the E&R 
sector may be the general absence of private equity players prepared to undertake 
public M&A in the E&R sector, and (certainly in the last year) the lack of transactions 
of significant deal value that would tend towards a more acute focus on certainty of 
outcome.
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FOREIGN BIDDERS:  In 2013, the proportion of E&R deals involving foreign bidders 
increased to 71% of deals (up from 48% in 2012).  Foreign bids made up 85% of deal 
value, consistent with 2012 figures. 
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Chinese bidders continued to account for a large proportion of foreign All E&R deals 
in relation to both number (40% of all foreign deals) and deal value (58% of all foreign 
deals), however both of these figures were down on 2012 levels.  A number of factors 
are likely to have contributed to this decline in Chinese activity, including the persistently 
high Australian dollar, escalating costs and productivity concerns in Australia, caution 
from Chinese State-owned enterprises reflecting on past Australian E&R acquisitions, and 
transitions of governments in both Australia and China.

The large proportion of foreign bidders in All E&R deals goes against the trend for All 
M&A deals, where there was a significant reduction in the number of deals involving 
foreign bidders (now only 52% of All M&A by number of deals).  

This trend is reflective of the collective state of mind of the boards of Australian E&R 
players (particularly in mining), where a strong focus on operational matters, cost control 
and a highly disciplined attitude towards capital expenditure mitigated against M&A 
transactions by Australian companies.

The foreign bidders came from a variety of jurisdictions, with the most bidders coming 
from China (including Hong Kong).  

ABSENCE OF COMPETITIVE BIDS:  In 2013, only one E&R deal was the subject of 
competition, down from three deals in 2012.  Even then, the competing transaction was a 
joint venture proposal rather than a takeover bid or scheme of arrangement.

The absence of competitive bids in the E&R sector was likely a symptom of the same 
causes of the low level of deal activity generally in E&R.  This went against the trend for 
All M&A, as 2013 saw the return of the competing bids for key assets outside of the E&R 
sector.
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CONSIDERATION AND DEAL PREMIA:  In 2013, the same number of E&R deals offered 
cash-only consideration as those that offered scrip-only consideration.  This represented 
no material change to the situation in 2012.
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Consistent with our finding for 2012, cash was more likely to be offered in foreign bids.  
60% of foreign bidders offered cash consideration in 2013 (down slightly from 75% in 
2012).

The average premium to trading prices for All E&R deals announced in 2013 was 67%.  
This is significantly higher than the average premium (50%) for All M&A deals.  

The higher average premium to trading prices for E&R deals is indicative of the fact that 
E&R bidders looked to announce bids at opportunistic times, with premiums to 30-day 
and 90-day VWAPs generally lower for deals that offered the highest premiums to trading 
prices.

The average premium offered for completed E&R deals in 2013 was 79%.  Unsurprisingly, 
the average premium offered was higher for successful All E&R deals (94%) than the 
average deal premium offered for unsuccessful or withdrawn All E&R deals (38%).
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DOMESTIC BIDDERS
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Conversely, scrip offers were much more popular in deals with domestic bidders, with 67% of 
domestic bidders offering scrip-only consideration as against 17% offering  
cash-only consideration.  

This is not unusual given that foreign scrip is not particularly attractive to Australian investors, and 
the deal sizes we saw in 2013 were not sufficiently significant to justify the up-front and ongoing 
expense of establishing and maintaining an ASX listing as part of a takeover transaction.  On the 
other hand, deals with domestic bidders are more likely to represent strategic or consolidation style 
mergers in circumstances where bidders simply don't have access to finance for cash transactions or 
where scrip simply makes more sense. 
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Unsurprisingly, higher premiums were more likely to lead to an initial recommendation.  
The average premium for recommended deals (74%) was higher than that for deals that 
were not recommended (42%) and for all other deals without an initial recommendation 
(i.e. including those that were recommended later) (51%).

In 2013, bidders did not have to pay a higher premium to secure a recommendation 
after announcement than was paid with an initial recommendation.  In fact, the average 
premium for transactions recommended later (70%) was less than that for transactions 
with an initial recommendation (74%).

This goes against the All M&A trend, where bidders paid a higher premium (70%) to 
secure a recommendation after announcement (as against the average for deals with an 
initial recommendation of 45%).

The All E&R result is likely to have been affected by the small sample size for All E&R 
in 2013, and also the fact that the target's bargaining position tends to be diminished if 
competitive tension is not triggered by the initial, unsupported announced deal.  

CONDITIONALITY:  Offers in the E&R sector remained highly conditional, consistent with 
the All M&A data.

The majority of off-market bids continue to contain a minimum acceptance condition (85%  
of off-market bids in 2013).

Minimum acceptance conditions in 2013 were relatively evenly split between the 50.1% 
threshold (which allows the bidder to gain control of the board) and the 90% threshold 
(the level at which a bidder can move to compulsorily acquire the outstanding minority). 

2013 was not the sort of market where bidders had sufficient confidence, commercial 
imperative or perhaps desperation to proceed without the comfort of a minimum 
acceptance condition.
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DEAL PROTECTION AND PRE-BID POSITIONING:  Almost half of all off-market 
takeovers proceeded without any pre-bid positioning, and half of all schemes proceeded 
without any "protection" in the form of pre-bid arrangements.  However, if pre-existing 
stakes are excluded, these figures become stark, with only one scheme of arrangement 
having the benefit of deal protections in the form of pre-transaction positioning such as 
call options with significant shareholders.  

"Truth in takeovers" statements "picked up the slack" however, with shareholders 
stating that they intended to vote in favour of a scheme or accept into a takeover bid (as 
applicable) in 62% of All E&R deals in 2013.

Exclusivity provisions effectively remained the norm in recommended deals, rewarding 
potential bidders who made the first move.  No shop (93% of All E&R deals in 2013), no 
talk (87%) and no due diligence (80%) provisions were features of the vast majority of 
agreed E&R deals in 2013, although these exclusivity arrangements were marginally less 
common in Small E&R deals.  

Break fees were included in 80% of agreed All E&R deals in 2013, down from 90% 
in 2012.  Reverse break fees featured in 53% of agreed All E&R deals, down on 62% 
of all agreed All E&R deals in 2012.  The 2013 All E&R figures demonstrated material 
consistency with the All M&A position for 2013.
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WE DISCUSS A HANDFUL OF 
TALKING POINTS IN THE E&R 
SECTOR FOR 2014

2014THE 
YEAR 
AHEAD 
IN E&R

PREPARE FOR INCREASE IN M&A COMPETITION:  2013 was a year in which excuses 
for not undertaking M&A were readily available for circumspect boards.  Capital 
conservation (and in some cases, survival) was the order of the day, with a consistent 
feeling that better M&A value would become available.  The result was the rather 
sobering level of activity in the E&R sector in 2013. 

Market consensus seems to be that the extraordinarily low level of activity experienced in 
2013 will not be repeated. 

Although one needs to take care with the genetic optimism of E&R participants, it 
certainly seems to be the case that many of the impediments to E&R sector M&A are 
being diminished, with political uncertainty in Australia dissipating with the arrival of 
a majority government, the Australian dollar moving lower, a reinvigorated Chinese 
government having passed the transition phase and important world economies providing 
some light at the end of the tunnel.  

Increased M&A activity means more competition for assets, which in turn means that 
the slightly relaxed attitude of E&R bidders to deal protection over the past 12 months 
ought make way for a firmer stance on these matters.  A lower deal value is no reason 
for adopting a laissez faire attitude to deal protection in the form of exclusivity, break 
fees and pre-bid positioning given that, whatever the deal size, the obvious objective is a 
successful deal. 
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THE GOLD INDUSTRY:  It has been an interesting few years for the gold industry.  All-time 
record high prices were achieved in 2012, peaking at US$1,791 per ounce in April 2012, 
before the start of a decline resulting in a US$1,204.50 gold price prevailing at the end 
of 2013.  In Australia, this decline too often coincided with unsustainably high costs of 
production for many gold miners. 

The gold sector has been a prolific one for M&A activity over the past few years.  It 
accounted for 33% of All E&R deals in 2012 and 24% in 2013.  

DEALS IN THE GOLD SECTOR, 
BE THEY PUBLIC OR PRIVATE 
TRANSACTIONS, TEND TO 
GET DONE REGARDLESS OF 
THE GOLD PRICE

CLASS FORMATION AND THE COURT'S DISCRETION ON VOTING ENTITLEMENTS -  
A NEW APPROACH?  NOT QUITE…:  If a bidder proposes an acquisition by way of 
scheme of arrangement and that bidder and its associates hold shares in the target, then 
the generally accepted position is that, in deciding whether or not to approve a scheme of 
arrangement, the Court should disregard any votes cast by the bidder and its associates.  
This is due to the obvious commercial interest of the bidder and its associates in the 
successful outcome of the scheme.  Accordingly, bidders and their associates have 
traditionally either refrained from voting on the scheme altogether or have voted as a 
separate class of shareholder from other target shareholders. 

However, in Re Kumarina Resources Limited, a transaction included in our E&R database, 
the Federal Court approved a scheme of arrangement proposed by Kumarina Resources 
notwithstanding the fact that the requisite majority was only achieved as a result of 
associates of the bidder having voted for the scheme.  Under the relevant scheme, 
Kumarina shareholders would receive securities in Zeta Resources Limited for their 
Kumarina shares.  Zeta's parent company, Utilico Investments Limited, and its associate, 
ICM Limited, each held approximately 10% of Kumarina's share capital.

Notwithstanding Utilico and ICM's association with the bidder, the scheme meeting was 
convened on the basis that all shareholders were members of a single class and Utilico 
and ICM each voted in favour of the scheme at the scheme meeting.  Two shareholders 
objected to the approval of the scheme arguing that the Court ought to disregard the votes 
of Utilico and ICM.  If Utilico and ICM's votes were not counted then the requirement that 
the scheme be approved by 75% of the votes cast at the scheme meeting would not have 
been satisfied.

Gilmour J approved the scheme notwithstanding the objections of the complainant 
shareholders.  Gilmour J rejected the assertion that Utilico and ICM should be treated 
as a separate class to other target shareholders on the basis that their rights in the 
proposed scheme were identical to the rights of all other shareholders.  The Court further 
concluded that there was no reasonable basis to exercise its residual discretion to 
decline to approve the scheme as it was not satisfied that the scheme was not fair and 
reasonable from the viewpoint of an intelligent and honest person.  Gilmour J noted that 
the independent expert had concluded that the scheme was fair and reasonable and in 
the best interests of Kumarina's shareholders, a large majority of Kumarina's shareholders 
had voted in favour of the scheme (even if the votes of Utilico and ICM were to be 
excluded) and the objectors, although they held large parcels of shares, were very much in 
the minority in terms of number of shareholders.  

If this decision is followed by other courts, it may have significant implications for future 
schemes - the obvious outcome is that bidders would be much more inclined to acquire 
pre-bid stakes.  Allowing bidder votes means that the more shares that the bidder 
controls the easier it is for the bidder to gain the required 75% approval of the votes 
cast at the scheme meeting.  The acquisition of pre-bid stakes has generally been less 
common in schemes of arrangement, because of the understanding that any shares so 
acquired could not be voted at the scheme meeting - a pre-bid acquisition would assist 
with interloper risk but it would actually be unhelpful in terms of activist or objecting 
shareholder risk (by taking the shares out of play, the bidder would effectively be reducing 
the number of shares that a third party needs in order to acquire a blocking stake).  For 
these and other reasons, in recent times bidders have generally sought "truth in takeover" 
voting statements from supportive shareholders rather than acquiring shares in the target 
as a pre-bid stake.    

The decision in Re Kumarina is difficult to reconcile with the generally accepted principle 
(by advisers, courts and regulators alike) that bidders and their associates should not 
be permitted to vote their shares in a target in favour of the scheme, because of their 
clear commercial interest in the outcome of the scheme.  Re Kumarina is unlikely to be a 
reliable precedent and we would expect other courts to confine it to its facts.  

Although it is unclear how much weight Gilmour J attached to this, the fact that ASIC 
had issued its standard letter that it had no objections to the scheme was noted in the Re 
Kumarina decision, and if similar circumstances arise in the future it might be expected 
that ASIC will be more circumspect about the issue of its "no objections" letter.  
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This appears to be the result of a number of factors.  During 2012, general bullishness in 
the sector was driving M&A, with deals being done at times of high actual and forecast 
gold prices.  Confidence was high, and this produced strong deal flow.  As 2013 unfolded 
and the industry (or industry observers, at least) turned bearish on gold, deal activity 
reduced slightly but transactions continued at a decent rate.  This was presumably not 
because of short-term confidence in the gold price.  Rather other factors were at play, 
including a lack of development and funding options for early stage developers, which 
meant that M&A became one of a reducing number of options in an environment of high 
cost structures and declining sentiment for a commodity that, by its very nature, is more 
sensitive to sentiment than any other.  It is the improving world economy, the dissipation 
of monetary stimulus and inflation pressures and a relative lack of geo-political issues 
that is currently undervaluing gold price appreciation and gold project margins.
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The other aspect to bear in mind is that public M&A is not the "be all and end all" of M&A 
in the gold industry.  Some significant private transactions involving listed companies 
occurred during 2013, with a relative flurry of deals in the final quarter of the year.  2013 
private gold deals included Barrick's divestment of its Yilgarn South assets (to Gold Fields) 
and Plutonic operations (to Northern Star), and Alacer's divestment of its Australian 
gold business unit to Metals X.  All told, gold industry M&A was probably reasonably 
consistent across 2012 and 2013, notwithstanding the very different dynamics impacting 
the industry over the period.

What will drive M&A in the gold industry in 2014?  Ongoing gold price volatility in 2014 
will continue to test the resolve of deal makers in the gold sector.  As we have seen from 
the data however, a low or falling gold price is not necessarily fatal to deal flow for gold.  
Bidders with strong balance sheets but high production costs may well seek to replace 
expensive ounces with cheaper ounces.  Targets without the means to develop attractive 
gold projects from a lack of access to capital, could result in boards of beleaguered 
juniors and mid-caps accepting acquisition as the only viable way of delivering value to 
shareholders.
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SO WE HAVE A NEW JORC CODE AND NEW ASX RULES ON MINERALOGICAL AND 
HYDROCARBON REPORTING:  From 1 December 2013, new ASX mineralogy and 
hydrocarbon reporting requirements (underpinned by the 2012 edition of the Australasian 
Code for Reporting of Exploration Rules, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves (the 
so-called JORC Code) and the Society of Petroleum Engineers - Petroleum Resources 
Management System) for mining and oil & gas entities came into effect.  The changes 
mandate a greater level of disclosure, and impose requirements designed to ensure a 
better quality of disclosure. 

When undertaking mineralogical or hydrocarbon reporting in public reports, it is essential 
to recognise that statements regarding anything other than actual production are, 
essentially, estimates and "best guesses" based on the information available at the time 
and reasonably based assumptions.  In that sense there is a very real analogy to be drawn 
with forecast financial information, which is not an uncommon area of contention in 
hostile or contested public M&A, particularly where production targets are involved.

In the past, mineralogical reporting has been relatively fertile ground for arguments in 
contested takeover situations - the Takeovers Panel has dealt with relevant applications 
in Minemakers (2012), Northern Energy Corporation (2011) and Midwest Corporation 
(2007).

It will be interesting to see whether the introduction of a more prescriptive reporting 
regime in the ASX Listing Rules will have an effect on the preparedness or ability of an 
M&A participant to make assertions about the adequacy of takeover documents that 
contain or repeat mineralogical or hydrocarbon estimates, or proffer forward looking 
financial information based on resource data.  One might expect combatant targets or 
bidders to carefully review takeover documents by reference to the new disclosure rules 
with a view to identifying deficiencies or misleading statements that could support an 
application to the Takeovers Panel.  

On the other hand, we are aware that ASX (with input from ASIC) has been policing these 
new rules stringently in an attempt to "raise the bar" on disclosure.  There have been 
many recent instances where ASX-listed companies have issued amended or updated 
information, or retracted non-compliant statements, either explicitly at the behest of 
ASX, or implicitly under the threat of ASX sanction.  As a result, bidders and targets may 
become so diligent and compliant in their day-to-day lives as listed entities that, when it 
comes to a takeover scrap, there are no arguments to be had insofar as mineralogical and 
hydrocarbon reporting is concerned.  No doubt ASX, ASIC and JORC are hopeful of this 
outcome.

Nevertheless, we suspect that as M&A activity in the E&R sector picks up (particularly 
at the "smaller end of town"), the updated ASX Listing Rules and the reporting codes 
underpinning those rules will be highly relevant in hostile M&A situations, particularly 
those involving (i) scrip consideration and (ii) production targets, given that there was 
some tension between the approaches of various interested parties on this topic in the 
lead-up to the new regulatory regime.

DUAL LISTINGS:  Secondary listings have been popular in the E&R sector for many years.  
The oft-cited benefits of having a listing on more than one exchange include:

 > improved access to capital, or deeper pools of capital; 

 > greater awareness by overseas analysts;

 > access to investors with greater appreciation of particular commodities or 
jurisdictions; 

 > creation of jurisdiction-specific scrip which can be used as M&A currency in 
overseas jurisdictions; and

 > creation of a broader investor base (particularly in markets where investors are 
more inclined to back junior companies or unconventional assets) with a view to 
increasing liquidity and gaining a heightened company profile in an increasingly 
globalised marketplace.  

These benefits need to be weighed against the cost of maintaining a secondary listing 
including:

 > the fees payable to the secondary exchange; 

 > the cost and administrative burden of compliance with multiple securities laws, 
corporate governance requirements and listing rules; and 

 > the additional demands a secondary listing places on management time, 
particularly the need to be present in overseas markets to support market liquidity.

In the E&R sector, we are starting to see more cancellations of secondary listings on 
ASX.  Primero Mining Corp, Lochard Energy Group plc and Beacon Hill Resources plc 
all announced a delisting or an intention to delist from ASX in 2013, while Magellan 
Petroleum Corporation, Eldorado Gold and Sylvania Platinum did so in 2012.  Generally, 
the reason cited for these de-listings has been that the relatively low trading volume 
of securities on ASX and the relatively small amount of capital held on ASX compared 
to the primary exchange no longer justified the administrative and compliance cost of 
maintaining a secondary listing on ASX.   

2014 may see the pace of delistings pick up, particularly where the secondary listing on 
ASX resulted from an M&A transaction (the listing being a necessary device for ensuring 
an attractive scrip based consideration) and there is a relatively small percentage of the 
company's share capital held on ASX.

In 2013, ASX released a new guidance in the form of GN 33 on its policies and practices 
on delisting an entity, either at the entity's request or at ASX's own instigation.  In 
relation to the delisting of entities with a primary listing on another exchange, the 
guidance generally formalises long-standing ASX practice and policy.  

Expect more 
ASX delistings 
for dual listed 
companies.

Bidders and 
targets must 
remain sensitive 
to the continued 
focus of ASX 
and ASIC on 
mineralogical 
and hydrocarbon 
reporting.
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SOURCES OF 
INFORMATION 
AND SURVEY 
METHODOLOGY 
SOURCES
All of the information on deals included in the Clayton Utz THE REAL DEAL E&R 2014 Supplement is 
taken from public sources, regardless of whether or not we were involved in the transaction.

SURVEY METHODOLOGY
Other than as specified below, the survey methodology applied to the general Clayton Utz M&A Survey 
in the THE REAL DEAL 2014 Edition publication applies to the specific M&A E&R Survey in this report.

We note the following differences in methodology:

 >  We have applied a deal value threshold of A$10 million, whereas the general survey only 
covers deals valued in excess of A$50 million. 

 > Our survey only references transactions involving an Australian target entity in the "Oil, Gas 
and Consumable Fuels" GICS category or the "Metals and Mining" GICS category.

Additional methodology comments are as follows:

 > We have categorised all E&R deals as either "Oil & Gas" or "Mining" transactions essentially 
according to the GICS categorisations mentioned above that apply to the targets.  Note, 
however, that all coal industry transactions (whether the targets are involved in thermal coal 
or metallurgical coal) are included in "Mining".  Coal seam gas and coal bed methane is, 
however, included in "Oil & Gas" for the purposes of the survey.

 > Many companies involved in the E&R industry have diversified commodity interests.  We have 
exercised some judgement in allocating target companies to one commodity type or another 
based, in some cases, on our subjective assessment of the relative significance of resource 
assets to the target company.

LIST OF DEALS INCLUDED IN THE SURVEY
2012 DEALS
TARGET BIDDER DEAL SIZE COMMODITY INDUSTRY
Accent Resources NL Xingang Resources (HK) Ltd >A$50m Iron Ore * Mining

Acer Energy Ltd Drillsearch Energy Ltd >A$50m Oil & Gas Oil & Gas

African Iron Ltd Exxaro Resources Ltd >A$50m Iron Ore Mining

Auzex Resources Ltd Bullabulling Gold Ltd >A$10m, ≤A$50m Gold Mining

Castlemaine Goldfields Ltd LionGold Corp Ltd >A$50m Gold Mining

Cerro Resources NL Primero Mining Corp >A$50m Gold Mining

CGA Mining Ltd B2Gold Corp >A$50m Gold Mining

Coalworks Ltd Whitehaven Coal Ltd >A$50m Coal Mining

Cortona Resources Ltd Unity Mining Ltd >A$10m, ≤A$50m Gold Mining

Coventry Resources Ltd Crescent Resources Corp >A$10m, ≤A$50m Gold Mining

Discovery Metals Ltd Cathay Fortune Corporation Co Ltd 
and China-Africa Development Fund

>A$50m Base Metals Mining

Endocoal Ltd Daton Group Australia Ltd and Yima 
Coal Group

>A$50m Coal Mining

ENK plc DMCI Holdings Inc & D&A Income 
Ltd

>A$10m, ≤A$50m Base Metals Mining

Eureka Energy Ltd Aurora Oil and Gas >A$50m Oil & Gas Oil & Gas

Exco Resources Ltd Washington H Soul Pattinson & 
Company

>A$50m Base Metals * Mining

Extract Resources Ltd CGNPC Uranium Resources Co., Ltd. 
and The China-Africa Development 
Fund

>A$50m Other Mining

Integra Mining Ltd Silver Lake Resources Ltd >A$50m Gold Mining

Magma Metals Ltd Panoramic Resources Ltd >A$10m, ≤A$50m Base Metals Mining

Minemakers Ltd UCL Resources Ltd >A$10m, ≤A$50m Other Mining

Norton Gold Fields Ltd Zijin Mining Group Co., Ltd >A$50m Gold Mining

Orion Metals Ltd Australia Conglin International 
Investment Group Pty Ltd

>A$10m, ≤A$50m Other * Mining

Phillips River Mining Ltd Silver Lake Resources Ltd >A$10m, ≤A$50m Gold Mining

Precious Metals Resources Ltd Sovereign Gold Company Ltd >A$10m, ≤A$50m Base Metals Mining

Rift Valley Resources Ltd Brightstar Resources Ltd >A$10m, ≤A$50m Gold Mining

Rocklands Richfield Ltd Shandong Energy Group Co Ltd >A$50m Coal Mining

Scandinavian Resources Ltd Hannans Reward Ltd >A$10m, ≤A$50m Iron Ore Mining

Somerton Energy Ltd Copper Energy Ltd >A$10m, ≤A$50m Oil & Gas Oil & Gas

Sundance Resources Ltd Hanlong (Africa) Mining Investment 
Ltd (2012)

>A$50m Iron Ore Mining

Talison Lithium Ltd Chengdu Tianqi Industry (Group) Co., 
Ltd

>A$50m Other Mining

Talison Lithium Ltd Rockwood Holdings, Inc. >A$50m Other Mining

Texon Petroleum Ltd Sundance Energy Australia Ltd >A$50m Oil & Gas Oil & Gas

UCL Resources Ltd Minemakers Ltd >A$10m, ≤A$50m Other Mining

Westgold Resources Ltd Metals X Ltd >A$50m Gold Mining

* Target also has gold assets.
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2013 DEALS
TARGET BIDDER DEAL SIZE COMMODITY INDUSTRY
Ampella Mining Ltd Centamin plc >A$10m, ≤A$50m Gold Mining

Azimuth Resources Ltd Troy Resources Ltd >A$50m Gold Mining

Blackwood Corporation Ltd Cockatoo Coal Ltd >A$10m, ≤A$50m Coal Mining

Carabella Resources Ltd China Kingho Energy Group >A$50m Coal Mining

Central Australian Phosphate Ltd Rum Jungle Resources Ltd >A$10m, ≤A$50m Other Mining

Coalbank Ltd Loyal Strategic Investment Ltd >A$10m, ≤A$50m Coal Mining

Elemental Minerals Ltd Dingyi Group Investment Ltd >A$50m Other Mining

Galilee Energy Ltd Mercantile Investment Company Ltd >A$10m, ≤A$50m Oil & Gas Oil & Gas

Glory Resources Ltd Eldorado Gold Corporation >A$10m, ≤A$50m Gold Mining

Gujarat NRE Coking Coal Ltd Jindal Steel and Power Ltd >A$50m Coal Mining

Inova Resources Ltd Shanxi Donghui Coal & Coking 
Chemicals Group Co., Ltd

>A$50m Base Metals Mining

Jacka Resources Ltd Tangiers Petroleum Ltd >A$10m, ≤A$50m Oil & Gas Oil & Gas

Kalgoorlie Mining Company Ltd Zijin Mining Group Co Ltd >A$10m, ≤A$50m Gold Mining

Kumarina Resources Ltd Zeta Resources Ltd >A$10m, ≤A$50m Base Metals * Mining

Lemur Resources Ltd Bushveld Minerals Ltd >A$10m, ≤A$50m Coal Mining

Merlin Diamonds Ltd Innopac Holdings Ltd >A$10m, ≤A$50m Other Mining

Perilya Ltd Shenzhen Zhongjin Lingnan 
Nonfemet Co Ltd

>A$50m Base Metals Mining

Platinum Australia Ltd Jubilee Platinum plc >A$50m Other Mining

Polymetals Mining Ltd Southern Cross Goldfields Ltd >A$10m, ≤A$50m Gold Mining

UCL Resources Ltd Mawarid Mining LLC >A$10m, ≤A$50m Other Mining

Xceed Resources Ltd Keaton Energy Holdings Ltd >A$10m, ≤A$50m Coal Mining

* Target also has gold assets.

SOURCES SAY: “THE 
‘VERY CLIENT-FOCUSED’ 
TEAM AT CLAYTON UTZ 
IS ‘EASY TO DEAL WITH’ 
AND HAS ‘EXCELLENT 
INDUSTRY INSIGHT’.” 
The Legal 500 Asia Pacific 2014
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